INTRODUCTION
The mechanisms by which tissue-specific adult somatic stem cells are formed are poorly understood. In many tissues, adult somatic stem cells are mainly quiescent during adult life and produce differentiating daughter cells only when sporadically activated (Cheung and Rando, 2013) . Such quiescent adult stem cells reside in the subependymal zone (SEZ) in the lateral wall of the lateral ventricle, the largest site of ongoing adult neurogenesis in rodents (Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla, 2009; Ninkovic and Gö tz, 2013) . Here, adult neural stem cells (aNSCs) give rise to a large number of neuronal progeny that migrate along the rostral migratory stream to the olfactory bulb (OB), where they differentiate into diverse interneuron types. aNSCs in the SEZ as well as the other neurogenic niche, the dentate gyrus (DG), are not only largely quiescent, but also exhibit a very limited self-renewal capacity and fast exhaustion once activated (Calzolari et al., 2015; Encinas et al., 2011; Fuentealba et al., 2015; Sierra et al., 2015) . Therefore, the initial pool size of aNSCs is most crucial in determining the amount of neurogenesis over a lifetime. Importantly, the mechanisms determining the initial number of aNSCs are still mostly concealed.
aNSCs exhibit radial glia hallmarks, including apical endfeet with a primary cilium at the ventricle (Beckervordersandforth et al., 2010; Mirzadeh et al., 2008) , elongated basal processes (Kokovay et al., 2010; Mirzadeh et al., 2008; Shen et al., 2008; Tavazoie et al., 2008) , and the expression of many radial glial and astroglial genes (Beckervordersandforth et al., 2010; Codega et al., 2014; Llorens-Bobadilla et al., 2015) including Glast Ninkovic et al., 2007) and Gfap (Doetsch et al., 1999; Giachino et al., 2014) . Viral lineage tracing experiments revealed that aNSCs originate from proliferating ventricular progenitors during embryonic development (Fuentealba et al., 2015) and that the aNSC ancestors feature long basal processes at early postnatal stages (Merkle et al., 2004) . Interestingly, the lineage of aNSCs in the SEZ is diverging from the lineage of the highly proliferative embryonic progenitors at midneurogenic stages (Fuentealba et al., 2015) with cells of the aNSC lineage showing only very limited proliferation thereafter (Furutachi et al., 2015) . In that respect, it is intriguing to note that the lineage ancestors of aNSCs gain sonic hedgehog responsiveness around this time during embryonic development, shown by lineage tracing using Gli1 CreERT2 (Ahn and Joyner, 2005) underpinning the lineage divergence.
Interestingly, the lateral ganglionic eminence (LGE), the region that generates the majority of the aNSCs in the SEZ of the lateral wall of the lateral ventricle (Young et al., 2007) , shows a much higher diversity of progenitor subtypes as compared to most other CNS regions (Pilz et al., 2013) . However, it is still largely unknown how these distinct subpopulations in the LGE contribute to the generation of aNSCs. Therefore, we set out to determine mechanisms regulating apical progenitor heterogeneity in the LGE and ultimately aNSC numbers. We were particularly interested in spindle positioning during M-phase as this has been implicated in the regulation of the size of stem and progenitor cell pools in a multitude of tissues by coordinating the mode of cell division (Knoblich, 2010) . In many stem cell systems, oblique or horizontal cell divisions differentially distributing apico-basal components between daughter cells are involved in asymmetric stem cell self-renewing divisions (El-Hashash et al., 2011; Lechler and Fuchs, 2005; Quyn et al., 2010; Troy et al., 2012) . In the nervous system, Insc-or Lgn-dependent mitotic spindle randomization has been used to favor oblique and horizontal division planes Morin et al., 2007; Postiglione et al., 2011; Shitamukai et al., 2011) , leading to increased delamination of daughter cells. We show here very different consequences of spindle randomization in the region that generates aNSCs with profound effects on aNSC numbers during a very limited time window.
RESULTS

Apical Progenitor Subtypes in the LGE Differ in Their Orientation of Cell Division
As the progenitor set up in the region generating most aNSCs is distinct from other brain regions (Pilz et al., 2013) , we examined if the orientation of cell divisions is also different from other regions. We determined the cleavage angle during telophase by staining for Pericentrin (Pcnt) to visualize the centrosomes and DAPI to delineate the separated chromatids ( Figure 1A ; the dotted line between the chromatids shows an 81 division; hence, a vertical division 60 -90 ). In contrast to other regions in the developing CNS (Kosodo et al., 2004; Noctor et al., 2008; Smart, 1973; Zamenhof, 1985) , in the LGE only 47% of apical progenitors divide with a vertical orientation (60 -90 ) at embryonic day (E)14 (Figures 1A and 1B) . This is different from the cerebral cortex, where 72% of apical divisions are vertical (Figures 1A and 1B) . Remarkably, oblique divisions (30 -60 ) are more than two times more frequent in the LGE than in the cerebral cortex (Figures 1A and 1B; 15% versus 38%, respectively) , while a comparable proportion divides with horizontal (0 -30 ; Figures 1A and 1B) cleavage planes (cortex, 13%; LGE, 15%).
Next we asked whether apical progenitor subtypes differ in their division plane. We had previously noted a large number of SNPs that lack a basal process (Gal et al., 2006; Stancik et al., 2010; Tyler and Haydar, 2013) in the LGE (Pilz et al., 2013) , similar to the medial ganglionic eminence (MGE) (Petros et al., 2015) . Phosphorylated Vimentin (p-Vim) is present in the cytoplasm of mitotic cells, allowing discrimination between apically anchored radial glia cells (aRGCs) (with a basal process) and SNPs (without a basal process) (Gal et al., 2006; Stancik et al., 2010; Tyler and Haydar, 2013) . Interestingly, aRGCs in the LGE divide predominantly with a vertical orientation, while SNPs divide predominantly with oblique orientations ( Figures 1C and 1D ). To ensure that cells classified as SNPs are not falsely put in this category due to a failure of p-Vim labeling to reveal the basal process, we quantified the division angles in cells after in utero electroporation (IUE) of a membrane-tagged EGFP construct. This analysis fully confirmed that SNPs divided much more frequently in an oblique (51%) or horizontal (16%) orientation when compared to aRGCs (oblique, 12%; horizontal, 10%; Figure S1, available online).
Live Imaging of Apical Cell Divisions in the LGE
To directly determine the progeny of these different apical progenitor types in the LGE, we used live imaging after IUE of plasmids expressing membrane-tagged (farnesylated) monomeric Kusabira-Orange (mKO2-f) at E13 to assess their morphology (Figures 2A and 2B ). Individual apically dividing cells were imaged for up to 24 hr by taking confocal stacks every 15 min in 300 mm thick slices prepared 1 day after IUE (Figures 2A and 2B ). While aRGCs divided almost always in an asymmetric mode, renewing one aRGC and producing one different daughter cell type ( Figures 2B and 2C ; Movie S1), SNPs never gave rise to aRGCs but generated further SNPs or different non-apical cells (Figures 2B and 2D) (also see Pilz et al., 2013) . Thus, aRGCs are on top of the lineage hierarchy of LGE progenitor cells.
Apical Progenitor Pool Composition Is Altered in the LGE of Insc oe Mice Given the progenitor subtype-specific bias for cleavage angles, we aimed to test its functional relevance by forcing alterations in the spindle orientation during M-phase. The mouse line constitutively overexpressing Insc (Insc oe ) (Postiglione et al., 2011) has previously been shown to reorient spindle positioning in the developing cerebral cortex (Postiglione et al., 2011) . Given that SNPs in the LGE showed almost randomized cleavage plane orientations, we assessed the effect of Insc overexpression specifically in aRGCs of the LGE utilizing p-Vim staining. As expected, more randomized cleavage planes were observed in aRGCs residing in the LGE of E15 Insc oe mice ( Figures 3A and  3B ). p-Vim staining performed at midneurogenesis (E15) (Figure 3C) revealed that the balance in the LGE apical progenitor pool composition was altered to more SNPs in Insc oe mice (Figure 3D ). Thus, the progenitor cell type normally dividing with more oblique divisions ( Figures 1C and 1D ) is favored when these orientations are further increased.
Notably, in the cerebral cortex Postiglione et al., 2011) and the chicken spinal cord (Das and Storey, 2012; Morin et al., 2007) , an increase in delaminating progenitors was observed after Insc overexpression. To determine if this was also the case in the LGE, we quantified the overall number of mitoses at apical and non-apical positions using the mitotic markers p-Vim ( Figure S2 ) and phosphorylated histone H3 (pH3; data not shown). In profound contrast to the cerebral cortex and spinal cord, no change in the fraction of apical versus non-apical mitosis was detectable in the LGE of Insc oe animals ( Figure S2B ). Moreover, no effect on apical adhesion and polarity as assessed by N-cadherin and b-catenin stainings (Figures S3A-S3C) could be observed in the LGE of Insc oe mice at E15. Furthermore, cell density was unchanged ( Figure 3D ), suggesting that in the LGE, adhesion is not affected by Insc overexpression. Importantly, co-IUE of ZO1-GFP, together with a membrane-tagged mKO2, shows that SNPs are anchored at the apical side during interphase ( Figure S3E ), and N-cadherin staining in GFP-labeled mitotic SNPs ( Figure S3F ) showed that anchoring is maintained also during M-phase. Moreover, co-IUE of the ciliary maker Arl13b-RFP demonstrates that SNPs maintain a functional apical endfoot with the cilium being localized at the apical membrane ( Figure S3G ). Together, these data demonstrate that apical anchoring is not altered in Insc oe animals and that SNPs remain integrated at the apical surface.
Reduced Numbers of p57+ Cells in the LGE of Insc oe Mice Given the profound changes in the composition of apical progenitors, we next examined their proliferation behavior by quantifying Ki67+ cells. Equal numbers of cells were Ki67+ in the , hence an aRGC, and a cell without a long basal process (blue), therefore a SNP. The aRGC divides and produces one aRGC and one SNP while the SNP divides and gives rise to another SNP and a no longer apically anchored cell (NAC). (C and D) Pie charts depicting the quantification of apically dividing progenitors show that the majority of aRGCs produce another aRGC (C) while no SNP was ever observed to produce an aRGC (D). SNPs mainly produce other SNPs, subapical progenitors (SAPs), or multipolar cells (together referred to as non-aRGC) (65 aRGC divisions and 17 SNP divisions were followed). Scale bar, 10 mm.
LGE of control and Insc oe animals at E15 ( Figures S2C and S2D ). Likewise, BrdU labeling showed no difference between genotypes ( Figures S2C and S2D ). To further specifically probe for changes in a rare subpopulation of slowly dividing cells, we examined the number of cells labeled by high levels of p57, a factor that has recently been implicated in the generation of aNSCs (Furutachi et al., 2015) . Interestingly, we observed a significant decrease in the number of p57+ cells in the LGE ventricular zone of Insc oe embryos ( Figures 3E and 3F ), suggesting that the slow-dividing ancestors of aNSCs are affected by Insc oe .
Acute Insc Overexpression by IUE Alters Fate of Apical Progenitors toward More Ta1-GFP+ SNPs Given the intriguing phenotype observed in the LGE of Insc oe mice, we were concerned that earlier effects of the overexpression may cause these changes in LGE progenitor composition. As a first step to determine earlier defects, we examined the LGE in Insc oe mice at an earlier stage, E12 ( Figures S4A-S4C ). At this stage, however, the progenitor pool composition (Figures S4A-S4C) was not affected in the Insc oe LGE compared to controls. Indeed, as observed previously in the developing cortex (Postiglione et al., 2011) , at this early stage the division plane in the LGE apical progenitor pool was similar in Insc oe to control mice ( Figures S4D and S4E) .
We next used IUE to acutely overexpress Insc Shitamukai et al., 2011) in a wild-type environment. By simultaneous labeling with mKO2-f and H2B-Venus, we could follow the cell morphology and the chromatin by live imaging (Figures 4A and 4B) . One day after IUE of Insc (at E14), randomization of the division plane was observed (Figures 4C) to a similar extent as in the LGE of the transgenic Insc oe mice ( Figures  3A and 3B ). In full agreement with the phenotype observed in the Insc oe mice, aRGCs were decreased and SNPs were increased already 1 day after electroporating Insc ( Figure 4D ). However, so far we could classify SNPs only based on morphology (apical division and lack of basal process). IUE now allowed determining if there is a fate change toward this progenitor subtype by using the Ta1-GFP reporter, as previously described in SNPs in the cerebral cortex (Gal et al., 2006) . Indeed, a significant increase in Ta1-GFP+ cells among the mKO2-f+ cells was detected upon Insc IUE ( Figures 4E and 4F ), demonstrating that cells change not only morphology but also fate after Insc IUE.
The increase in numbers of SNPs may also be caused by increased proliferation of SNPs. We therefore performed live imaging of the electroporated cells as described above (Figure 2 ) to determine the cell division frequency and progeny of cells after Insc IUE ( Figure 4G ). No change in the number of divisions within a 20 hr observation window was detectable between controls and Insc IUE (aRGCs; control, 63% of n = 81; Insc IUE, 59% of n = 49; SNPs; control, 75% of n = 8; Insc IUE, 73% of n = 35). Intriguingly, 1 day after Insc IUE aRGCs were already significantly biased toward the generation of SNPs ( Figure 4H ). This was due to an increase in symmetric SNP generation (Movie S2) (control, 10% of n = 81; Insc IUE, 31% of n = 49), while in controls the vast majority of aRGC divisions were dividing asymmetrically, generating two different daughter cells (88% of n = 81): typically one aRGC and one SNP (control, 58% of n = 81; Insc IUE, 33% of n = 49) ( Figure 4G ) (Movie S1; more examples in Movie S4). As our live imaging observations can also rule out any effects of selective proliferation (as described above) or selective cell death (data not shown; Figures S5A-S5E; Movie S3), we conclude that Insc overexpression directly alters the aRGC progeny by affecting the mode of cell division. In pronounced contrast to other stem cell systems (Ben-Yair et al., 2011; Konno et al., 2008) , more oblique and horizontal divisions decrease the self-renewing asymmetric division mode and rather favor the symmetric generation of two SNPs from an aRGC.
Preferential Generation of SNPs from aRGCs upon dnLgn Overexpression by IUE
In order to employ an independent approach for randomizing spindle orientation, we electroporated a dominant-negative form of Lgn, dnLgn. Lgn provides attachment for the astral microtubules and hence ensures alignment of the cell division orientation with the apico-basal polarity Morin et al., 2007; Shitamukai et al., 2011) . It has been previously shown in murine and chicken developing CNS that dnLgn expression results in randomization of the cleavage plane orientation Morin et al., 2007; Shitamukai et al., 2011) . In the cerebral cortex, this resulted in delamination of many progenitors from the apical surface Shitamukai et al., 2011) . Here we would predict a rather different outcome, namely, an increase of SNPs upon dnLgn IUE in the LGE. Indeed, we observed a randomization of cleavage planes at the apical surface ( Figure 4C ), an increase in SNPs ( Figure 4D) , and an increased number of SNPs generated from aRGCs (Figures 4G and 4H) after IUE of dnLgn and live imaging. As observed after Insc IUE, with dnLgn IUE we also did not detect a change in the number of mitoses in aRGCs (control, 63% of n = 81; dnLgn IUE, 62% of n = 43) or SNPs (control, 75.0% of n = 8; dnLgn IUE, 69% of n = 21) within 20 hr. Similar to Insc manipulations, the symmetric SNP-generating divisions were increased (control, 10% of n = 81; dnLgn IUE, 33% of n = 43) and the asymmetric divisions producing one aRGC and one SNP were decreased (control, 58% of n = 81; dnLgn IUE, 30% of n = 43). Thus, expression of dnLgn phenocopies the effects seen upon both acute and persistent Insc overexpression, further supporting the concept that the orientation of cell division regulates the progenitor subtypes at the apical surface in the LGE.
Reduced Numbers of Adult SEZ NSCs and a Decrease in Adult Neurogenesis in Insc oe Mice Given the profound alterations in progenitor composition during development and the reduction on p57+ cells in Insc oe LGE, we next aimed to determine the consequences for adult neurogenesis. Toward this aim, we returned to the Insc oe mouse line and used genetic lineage tracing with the Glast CreERT2 and CAG-CAT-GFP reporter lines . After tamoxifen induction at E15, we followed the progeny (GFP+) of cells expressing the radial glia marker Glast at E15 into the SEZ of 2-month-old mice. Remarkably, GFP+ cells were dramatically reduced in the SEZ of Insc oe mice to less than half of controls ( Figures 5A and 5B ). This was accompanied by a significant and severe reduction in doublecortin (Dcx)+ neuronal progenitor cells to 38% of the controls ( Figures 5A and 5C ), suggesting that there is an overall decrease in adult SEZ neurogenesis in Insc oe mice. Note that a similar decrease in Dcx+ neuronal progenitors was also observed in Insc oe mice not crossed to Glast CreERT2 mice and hence not treated with tamoxifen to induce recombination ( Figure S7 ). Next, we employed a label-retaining paradigm of 2 weeks labeling the dividing cells with BrdU, followed by a 2 week chase period without BrdU (Figure 5D ). This protocol allows the fast-dividing cells to dilute the BrdU label and the labeled post-mitotic neuronal progeny to leave the SEZ and migrate to the OB. Primarily slow-dividing aNSCs keep the label and stay within the SEZ. Indeed, the number of label-retaining NSCs in the SEZ of Insc oe mice is strongly diminished (Figures 5E and 5F) .
Conversely, neither the number of BrdU+ cells in the OB (Figure 5H ) nor its size ( Figure 5G ) was significantly changed despite the reduced neurogenic output of the SEZ. As many of the newly arriving neurons are subject to cell death (Mouret et al., 2009; Yamaguchi and Mori, 2005) , we stained for cleaved and hence activated (a) caspase 3 to determine possible differences in cell death between the genotypes. Indeed, the number of activated caspase 3 positive cells is reduced to 54% of the control in the OB of Insc oe mice ( Figure S5F ). Thus, improved survival counterbalances the reduced neuronal progenitor output, rendering further support to cell death exerting homeostatic control over the numbers of new neurons (Mouret et al., 2008; Petreanu and Alvarez-Buylla, 2002) .
To investigate how sustained overexpression of Insc in these transgenic mice would affect aNSCs over the course of adult life, we applied the label-retaining protocol in 2-year-old animals. As described previously (Maslov et al., 2004) , the number of LRCs is reduced in the aged SEZ ( Figure 5I ) when compared to young adult (3 months old) animals ( Figure 5F ). Notably, however, over the course of time the number of LRCs in the aged SEZ has become rather similar between control and constitutive Insc oe animals ( Figure 5I ).
To test whether the change in aNSC number is due to indirect effects of the constitutive overexpression of Insc or due to direct effects on the progenitor lineage, we turned to acute overexpression using lentiviral delivery of Insc. We injected lentivirus coding for GFP or Insc-IRES-GFP at E13 and quantified the number of GFP+ cells with a radial morphology (apical endfoot at the ventricular surface and a basal process) typical for NSCs in the SEZ at postnatal (postnatal day 3 [P3]) and adult stages (P56) ( Figures 5J and 5K ). Virtually all GFP+ cells with a radial NSClike morphology in the SEZ were also positive for Gfap at P3 and P56. Strikingly, Insc overexpression led to a marked reduction of cells with these NSC criteria in the SEZ (Figure 5L ), corroborating that Insc overexpression is regulating the number of aNSCs by cell-intrinsic mechanisms rather than indirect extrinsic effects.
No Effect of Acute Insc Overexpression in the Adult SEZ To directly determine to what extent Insc overexpression would also affect aNSCs in the adult, we injected the lentivirus described above into the SEZ followed by a label-retaining paradigm ( Figure 6A ). If the role of Insc were the same as at embryonic stages, we would expect a fast depletion of aNSCs. However, the proportion of GFP+ cells positive for the aNSC marker Gfap (Figures 6B and 6D ) was similar after control or Insc transduction 29 days after infection. Moreover, neither the proportion of LRCs, nor the number of LRCs/Gfap double-positive cells, nor the proportion of Dcx+ neuroblasts, was affected in any detectable manner by acute overexpression of Insc in the adult SEZ ( Figures 6B-6D ), suggesting that aNSCs are not influenced by Insc overexpression.
No Effect of Acute Insc Overexpression at Early Postnatal Stages
Given the lack of effects upon acute Insc overexpression in the adult SEZ as opposed to the pronounced effect at embryonic stages, we aimed to determine when sensitivity to Insc overexpression would end. Toward this end, we electroporated pups at P1 with plasmids coding for GFP or GFP and Insc ( Figures  7A-7C ) and examined the cells at different time points from postnatal to adult stages. At 2 days after electroporation, many GFP+ cells exhibited a radial morphology in both control and Insc electroporated conditions ( Figures 7B and 7C) . We also quantified the number of cells with the NSC criteria described above (apical anchoring and radial morphology with a basal process; virtually all of these cells were Gfap+) at P17, P29, and P56 in the SEZ and found no change in the number of cells with a radial morphology ( Figure 7D ). Thus, already at early postnatal stages Insc overexpression has no effect on the progenitor pool.
Taken together, these findings demonstrate that Insc overexpression in progenitor cells of the embryonic LGE affects the embryonic progenitor cell pool in a narrow time window during later embryonic stages (no changes at E12, but effects at E14/ 15), but no longer at postnatal or adult stages. These changes ultimately result in a reduced seeding of aNSCs and thereby influence the amount of adult SEZ neurogenesis.
DISCUSSION
Cell-Type Differences in Spindle Positioning and Insc Function
Here we show that cleavage plane orientation is a key factor for regulating the number of aNSCs. Surprisingly, randomization of the division plane does not increase asymmetric cell division as in other systems (Ben-Yair et al., 2011; Konno et al., 2008) , but has rather the opposite effect in the developing LGE. Randomizing the cleavage plane during mitosis by perturbing either Insc levels or Lgn function increases the frequency of SNP production in the LGE. This demonstrates that the maintenance of the aRGC fate, the cells with a more stereotypic positioning of centrosomes during mitosis, is dependent on this stereotypic vertical cell division in the mother cell. Classically, epithelial cells would self-renew in a planar (here vertical) orientation of cell division with equal distribution of basal and apical determinants to the daughter cells (Alexandre et al., 2010; Das and Storey, 2012; El-Hashash et al., 2011; Goulas et al., 2012; Lechler and Fuchs, 2005) . Insc promotes non-planar and hence asymmetric divisions, as observed, e.g., in the developing epidermis (Williams et al., 2014) . However, in the mammary epithelium Insc levels have recently been shown to be regulated by Snail, and high levels of Insc promote stem cell numbers by promoting symmetric stem cell self-renewing divisions (Ballard et al., 2015) .
Conversely, here we find that overexpression of Insc also promotes symmetric cell divisions in the LGE, but favors the generation of non-stem cell SNPs. Importantly, we observe the same phenotype when interfering with Lgn function. In the developing CNS, Lgn has been shown to be concentrated at the lateral contacts of neuroepithelial cells and aRGCs Peyre et al., 2011) and to promote planar/vertical cell divisions. Accordingly, when we express dnLgn the orientation of cell divisions is also randomized, as upon Insc overexpression. Live imaging of these cells in slices of the LGE showed that this promotes in both cases a switch of aRGCs from asymmetric self-renewing divisions to symmetric divisions generating two SNPs.
It is important to note, however, that we can only predict the daughter cell type from the orientation of the cell division at the population level. In other words, if a cell divides with oblique orientation it is more likely to generate SNPs, but not every single cell that divides with oblique angle generates SNPs. This is an important difference to the rather invariable predictive behavior at the single-cell level of, e.g., Drosophila neuroblasts (Cabernard and Doe, 2009).
CNS Region-Specific Differences in Spindle Positioning and Insc Function
Interestingly, the effects of spindle reorientation are not the same in the cerebral cortex and the LGE. In the Insc oe cerebral cortex, basal mitoses and Tbr2+ basal progenitors were increased (Postiglione et al., 2011) , while the fraction of non-apical mitoses was not significantly changed in the LGE. Consistent with the effects of Insc oe in the cerebral cortex, perturbing Lgn function in the cortex also caused an increase in oblique and horizontal divisions with the basal daughter cells delaminating and more progenitors dividing at non-apical positions (Das and Storey, 2012; Konno et al., 2008; Morin et al., 2007) . This is very different in the LGE, with aRGCs generating more SNPs that remain apically anchored, but are not NSCs. SNPs directly generate two post-mitotic neurons in the cerebral cortex (Stancik et al., 2010) , while their progeny continue to divide in the LGE (Pilz et al., 2013) . The progeny of LGE SNPs are intermediate and amplifying progenitors and eventually young neurons that ultimately migrate into the striatum, as shown by short-term fate mapping using the Ta1-GFP reporter ( Figure S6 ). Conversely, some of the aRGC progeny are self-renewing (normally, without additional manipulations) as some aRGCs are found at the apical surface using the BLBP-driven reporter several days later (Figure S6) . Upon Insc overexpression, many more cells were Ta1-GFP+, demonstrating clear changes in cell fate, despite the progeny initially still being anchored at the apical surface.
SNPs differ from aRGCs by lacking a basal process (Gal et al., 2006; Pilz et al., 2013) . Importantly, the basal process of aRGCs not only serves as a scaffold for migrating neurons but is also with mKO2-f (membrane; white) and H2B-venus (chromatin; green) and imaged every 10 min for 24 hr in slices of the LGE prepared at E14. Note the basal and apical process (arrowhead) in the starting cell. This aRGC is dividing with an angle of 81 and produces another aRGC with a basal process, as seen at 01:50, and a SNP. (C) Quantification of cleavage planes of cells observed by live imaging as shown in (B) after co-electroporations of control, Insc, or the dominant-negative form of Lgn (dnLgn). Note that both Insc and dnLgn randomized the division plane (Mann-Whitney U test, *p < 0.05). (D) Histogram depicting the proportion of aRGCs and SNPs after overexpression of either Insc or dnLgn for 24 hr, i.e., at the beginning of live imaging, shows an increase in SNPs at the expense of aRGCs (chi-square test, ***p < 0.001). (E and F) Co-electroporation of CAG-mKO2-f with Ta1-GFP reveals an increase of progenitor cells expressing the Ta1 promoter after Insc overexpression (F) as compared to control (E) (Mann-Whitney test, **p < 0.01). (G) Lineage analysis of the daughter cells derived from an aRGC shows a decrease in asymmetric divisions producing one aRGC and one SNP with concomitant increase in symmetric divisions producing two SNPs from one aRGC (chi-square test, ***p < 0.001) (control, 81 cells; Insc, 49 cells; dnLgn, 43 cells; at least 5 animals in each condition). (H) Histograms illustrating the fate of aRGC daughter cells produced as a fraction of all cells produced. A marked increase in SNP generation upon Insc or dnLgn manipulation was observed by live imaging with a concurrent decrease of aRGCs (chi-square test, ***p < 0.01). Data in (C) and (F) are shown as mean ± SEM. Scale bar, 10 (B) and 40 mm (G). (legend continued on next page) implicated in signaling events (Fietz et al., 2010; Shitamukai et al., 2011; Tsunekawa et al., 2012) and has been shown to be asymmetrically inherited between daughter cells (Miyata et al., 2001) . Often the daughter cell retaining the basal process maintains the self-renewal capacity LaMonica et al., 2013; Shitamukai et al., 2011) , suggesting that there are cues at the basal side or within the basal process controlling aRGC selfrenewal. Basally localized integrins (Fietz et al., 2010; Stenzel et al., 2014) and CyclinD2 (Tsunekawa et al., 2012) promote progenitor cell proliferation and hence self-renewal (Fietz et al., 2010; Stenzel et al., 2014) . Thus, the lack of a basal process is in line with the lack of long-term self-renewal of SNPs. It is noteworthy that we did not observe a regrowth of a basal process from SNPs once the basal process was lost in live-imaging experiments, demonstrating the irreversibility of this process. Taken together, (I) Interestingly, the number of LRCs was no longer significantly changed in the SEZ of 2-year-old Insc oe mice when compared to controls (control, n = 440 cells; Insc oe , n = 457 cells; 5 animals in each condition). Quantifications were calculated as number of cells per SEZ section (Mann-Whitney test, **p < 0.01). (J) Experimental paradigm for the lentiviral delivery of Insc. (K) Confocal pictures of cells with a radial morphology in the SEZ at P3 and P56. (L) Histograms showing the quantification of the number infected cells (GFP+) with a radial morphology at P3 and P56 per SEZ section. Note the strong reduction of cells with a radial morphology in embryos infected with LV-Insc (P3; control, n = 191 cells; LV-Insc, n = 82 cells; P56; control, n = 90; LV-Insc, n = 2; 6 hemispheres each condition). Data are shown as mean ± SEM (Mann-Whitney test, ***p < 0.001). these observations suggest that the maintenance of the basal process is involved in regulating the number of aNSCs in the future SEZ.
Notably, aRGCs are the only source for further aRGCs, as SNPs never produced aRGCs and therefore cannot replenish the aRGC pool. The reduction of aRGCs acting as stem cells at the top of the lineage at E15 accordingly results in a reduced number of aRGCs at E18 (Figures S4F-S4H ) and at postnatal stages ( Figures 5J-5L ). The relative increase in SNPs and their progeny compensates the reduced aRGC numbers by amplifying the lineage and, accordingly, the output. Indeed, the size of the striatum is not affected in Insc oe mice. In light of this, the long-lasting effects on aNSCs due to transient changes in the embryonic progenitor pool are even more striking, further corroborating the specific contribution of each progenitor cell population to the developing tissue, most importantly the selective contribution of aRGC maintenance to the seeding of aNSCs.
Time-Specific Role of Spindle Positioning and Insc Function
To our surprise, the above-described effects of Insc overexpression were restricted to a relatively narrow time window. While both in the developing cortex and epidermis previous work showed that Insc does not regulate the orientation of cell divisions at early stages (Postiglione et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2014) , as is also the case in the E12 LGE ( Figures S4A-S4E) , we show here that this window also closes again at the end of embryogenesis. While in the LGE Insc overexpression rapidly and profoundly affects progenitor composition at E14/15, favoring SNPs at the expense of aRGCs, this is no longer the case when Insc is overexpressed by the same means (electroporation of the same plasmid) at early postnatal stages. Likewise, overexpression of Insc in the adult SEZ by lentiviral vectors did not affect aNSC numbers or proliferation, while overexpression with the same means during development led to a reduction of aNSCs. This is important, as changing the mode of division in a system with limited self-renewal capacity (Calzolari et al., 2015; Fuentealba et al., 2015) would rather reduce the output of neurons, with little effect on aNSC numbers, which deplete anyway after about three to four cell divisions. However, acute overexpression of Insc in aNSCs also shows an equal number of neuroblasts, suggesting that adult SEZ cells are refractory to Insc overexpression and that the reduced neuroblast numbers in adult Insc oe mice rather result from the reduced number of aNSCs due to the defects at the time when aNSCs are set aside. Thus, this study demonstrates that the seeding of aNSCs in the SEZ is modulated by spindle positioning during a critical window in embryonic development, but no longer at postnatal or adult stages. Given the limited self-renewal of aNSCs in both the SEZ and DG (Calzolari et al., 2015; Encinas et al., 2011; Fuentealba et al., 2015; Sierra et al., 2015) , determining the number of aNSCs is particularly critical as it directly influences the amount of adult neurogenesis. Indeed, the reduced numbers of aNSCs results in reduced numbers of neuroblasts, the progeny of aNSCs. However, the final number of neurons in the OB is unchanged due to increased survival of adult-born neurons that counterbalances the reduced neuroblast output (Figures 5G and 5H ). This finding further supports the concept that cell death exerts homeostatic control over the numbers of new neurons (Mouret et al., 2008; Petreanu and Alvarez-Buylla, 2002) . However, having reduced aNSC numbers may be deleterious due to faster depletion in aging and reduced restorative capacity after brain injury. After an injury such as stroke, the SEZ contributes to the healing process by increased formation of migrating astrocytes or neuroblasts and recruitment to the injury site (Arvidsson et al., 2002; Benner et al., 2013) . This response occurs over many months (Chapman et al., 2015; Thored et al., 2009 ) and hence would most likely be severely compromised by reduced NSC numbers.
Remarkably, at least some of the aNSCs are derived from slowly dividing progenitor cells during embryonic development (Fuentealba et al., 2015; Furutachi et al., 2015) . These data not only fit to our previous and present observations based on live imaging that aRGCs in the LGE are slowest to divide (Pilz et al., 2013) , but also explain why aRGCs do not get depleted even faster when generating more SNPs. Moreover, these findings are consistent with the temporal restriction of the phenotype in Insc oe mice. Very slow-dividing, label-retaining cells appear between E13 and E15 in the LGE (Furutachi et al., 2015) , around the time when we see the peak of alterations in progenitor numbers and subtype specification in the Insc oe LGE. Moreover, p57 was suggested to be a key factor in driving some LGE progenitors into quiescence and hence the emergence of aNSCs (Furutachi et al., 2015) . These data are consistent with the reduction of p57+ cells in the LGE ventricular zone of the LGE accompanying the reduction of the future aNSCs in Insc oe mice.
Surprisingly, our findings suggest that at the time when future aNSCs are set aside, vertical cell divisions of aRGCs are required for their formation. This could either happen by a symmetric division in which one aRGC gives rise to two future aNSCs, or by an asymmetric division in which one aRGC produces only one future aNSC and one daughter cell with a different fate. While we do not yet know the exact mode of cell division for the aRGCs generating quiescent future aNSCs, we demonstrate here that overexpression of Insc and dnLgn promotes aRGCs to generate more SNPs in a symmetric division mode, thereby depleting aRGCs. Thus, the spindle orientation machinery component Insc exerts highly region-and time-specific effects on the seeding of aNSCs and does so by a surprising effect on promoting symmetric generation of non-NSCs that remain, however, apically anchored. Taken together, our analysis hence unravels a novel effect of Insc specific to the region of the CNS that generates most of the aNSCs.
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Time-lapse imaging
Slices of electroporated embryonic LGE were prepared and imaged as described previously (Pilz et al., 2013; Shitamukai et al., 2011) . Briefly, slices were cut at 300 mm thickness on a vibratome (Leica VT 1200S) in ice-cold DMEM/F12 GlutaMax (Invitrogen) oxygenated with 95% O 2 , embedded in cell matrix type I-A (Nitta Gelatin) on a nylon filter (Millicell) and then cultured in DMEM/F12 GlutaMax (Invitrogen), 5% Fetal Calf Serum (GIBCO), 5% Horse Serum (GIBCO), N2 supplement (Invitrogen), B27 supplement (Invitrogen) and PenStrep (Invitrogen). The slice were kept in an atmosphere with 40% O 2 , 5% CO 2 at 37 C. Viral constructs, Virus production and Stereotactic injection Lentiviral vectors expressing either IRES-GFP (LV-GFP) or Insc-IRES-GFP (LV-Insc) under the CAG promoter are based on a previously described vector system (Pfeifer et al., 2001 ) and were produced as described previously (Pfeifer et al., 2002) . For stereotaxic injections, 10 week old mice were anesthetized as described above and injected with 1 mL of viral suspension at the coordinates 0.6 (anteroposterior), 1.2 (mediolateral), and 2-1.7 (dorsoventral) relative to bregma. For embryonic injections mice were anesthetized as described above and injected with 1 mL of viral suspension mixed with FastGreen FCF 1% w/v as described for in utero electroporations.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
For the quantification of p-Vim z stacks of 10 optical sections 2 mm each from an Olympus FV1000 laser scanning confocal were analyzed.
To determine the cleavage angle of apical progenitors confocal stacks of Pericentrin or g-Tubulin stained cells were taken. The cleavage plane was estimated to be perpendicular to the line between the two centrosomes in late anaphase or telophase. The cleavage angle in turn is determined to be the angle between cleavage plane and the local apical surface. We obtained very similar results by this method to the 3D analysis previously described (J€ uschke et al., 2014; Postiglione et al., 2011) (data not shown). In time-lapse movies and in Figure 3A , the cleavage plane was determined using the separating sister-chromatids in late anaphase or telophase.
Quantifications are represented as mean ± SEM and statistical significance was tested using nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test or Chi-square test as indicated. *p < 0.05 was considered significant, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001 .
